Shock wave physics is a way to study condensed matter at high pressures and compressions. The very high pressures can be greater than the pressure at the center of the earth [≈3.6 Mbar] and in stars. Shockwave techniques can only maintain such pressures for a few millionths of a second [µs]. Onedimensional strain experiments will be described as well as the conservation laws that have to be obeyed. A material that can reach compression equilibrium in sub-microseconds such as a fine-grained metal will have a steady shock wave front travel thru the sample. This steady shock profile can easily be measured as a function of time. A review of a couple of different 1-D strain shock wave experiments with gauges will be presented. In addition, proton radiographic pictures of 1-D shock waves in aluminum plates will be shown.
Materials not in mechanical equilibrium within sub-microseconds after being shocked will have shock wave fronts that change shape as they travel through the sample making it much more difficult to characterize these materials. Experiments on these materials will not be discussed in this seminar. 
